
GIRL MEETS WORLD CHARACTERS AGES

The characters of both Girl Meets World and Boy Meets World are listed here. For descriptions of each character, see
here.

Some time later, Riley and Maya are together on the living room couch as Cory searches for his pregnant wife.
The newcomer pulls her head out again, and Riley declares that she is not a smart person. However, it is
mildly implied that Harley's aggressive side isn't entirely gone as he mentions that without music, he is prone
to do things. Cory and Shawn have a close relationship with each other that, as shown in Boy Meets World, is
at times even stronger than the relationship between Cory and Topanga. A few years later as Riley and Maya
were with Barry in the living room, Riley's little brother, Auggie came and demanded that they pay attention
to him. During his lifetime, he was in and out of his children's lives. Many years later, he resurfaces in "Girl
Meets Mr. Amy has a close relationship with her children, especially Morgan, who is her only daughter. Like
in the original series, Eric is a goofball and lovable, but is quite dimwitted sometimes. Jackson on painting her
best purple cat ever-- and then a request to try painting something else. Jack competed with Eric for the
affection of Rachel McGuire. He was born premature, underweight, and almost died just hours after his birth.
Riley agrees, but Maya laughs when the boy identifies himself as "Farkle. Riley instead asks why Dracula is
wearing a turtleneck. A car horn reveals that Topanga is already in the car, as Riley questions why their family
needs another child. She is also very idealistic, and expects everyone around her to live up to her own
expectations, lofty as they may seem at times. Riley and Auggie Matthews are Cory and Topanga's only
children, of which Riley is the older of the two. During the trip, he tells Maya that there could be a possibility
for them in the future. Later, at a debate against Eric's opponent, Senator Jefferson Davis Graham, Tommy
reveals his identity and speaks of Eric's compassion and how Eric had sacrificed himself for Tommy's future.
She states that her rescuer saved her life, and decides to reward him with apples, and promptly sticks her head
in the water once more. Now a full-grown adult, he appears to have matured a little, but is still considered to
be the fun uncle in the Matthews family. Svorski is coming upstairs to watch them, Cory hurries away to take
his wife to the hospital. Gaynor was an orphan whom Eric met while he was playing Santa Claus at the mall
one Christmas. She supports her son while waiting to find out if he is diagnosed with Asperger syndrome.


